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Rationale

- Nitrogen transport from river basins has doubled globally
- Increasing land use change and climate variability
- Contamination of drinking water supplies
- Currently 150 dead zones along coasts and the number is growing
Outline

I. Urbanization alters hydrologic "connectivity"

II. Urbanization and climate variability amplify nitrogen loads

III. Can we engineer "connectivity" with biogeochemical "hot spots" to reduce future nitrogen loads?
I. Urbanization alters hydrologic “connectivity”
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How will a highly “connected” landscape respond to climate variability?
II. Urbanization and climate variability amplify nitrogen loads
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• Human land use amplifies effects of climate
• Developed land less resilient to climate
• Record coastal hypoxia
III. Can we engineer "connectivity" with biogeochemical "hot spots" to reduce future nitrogen loads?
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- Nutrient inputs
- Removal of riparian zone
- Bank Incision
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Engineering Riparian “Connectivity”
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- Cross Vane
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Hypotheses

• Stream restoration increases rates of hyporheic denitrification

• Denitrification is stimulated by *riparian* hydrologic “connectivity”
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Nitrogen removal in “engineered” streams?
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{-} flux</td>
<td>182,000 mg-N d\textsuperscript{-1}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \text{NO}_3^- \text{ flux} = 182,000 \text{ mg-N d}^{-1} \]

\( \sim 40\% \)

of the daily load was removed by denitrification over a 220.5 m reach
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Re-inventing the Urban River Continuum
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Restoring Ecosystem Function Along the Urban River Continuum?

- **Socio-cultural template**
- **Water Quality Regulations**
- **Political Will**
  - **Social Will**

---

**External Drivers**
- **Pulses: Climate Variability**
- **Presses: Land Use Change**

---

**Ecosystem Services:**
- **Water Quality**

---

**Geophysical template**
- **Stream Network & Geomorphic Structure**
  - **Stream Ecosystem Functions**
Conclusion

- Urbanization has altered hydrologic "connectivity" to coastal waters
- Hydrologic "connectivity" has decreased nitrogen retention
- Can engineering "connectivity" with biogeochemical “hot spots” increase resilience to climate variability?
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